
Rainforests, coffee & football
An amazing and exhausting trip!

I was met by Athos in Sao Paulo 
then we travelled north into the 
mountains to Machado. I spent the 
next few days with the family, on 
the farm, in the rainforest, and 
watching Brazil record an historic 7-1
defeat - good job they still have 
fantastic coffee! 

CROP
We talked about the crop this year 
and how generally, because of 
drought, the harvests in Brazil will 
be low, but despite this, at Gerezim 
and Vira Mao they are expecting a 
very high quality. Cupping the early 
harvest it has scored extremeley 
high into the speciality scale. 

Both Isaltino and Athos also wanted 

to stress the importance of altitude 
and good farming for quality, 
frustrated by the lack of knowledge 
of other farmers and the poor 
quality being produced in lower 
parts of the Minas Gerais region – 
something we already know and 
appreciate about their coffee, right? 
Not every Brazil coffee is the same! 

PRICES
Costs are up across the board for 
transport and labour. Same as in the 
UK. So along with lower harvests 
and the market moving upwards 
we're expecting a price increase. 

RAINFORESTS

One of the things I was keen to see 
more of was the preservation of 
rainforests alongside the farm. 
About 20% of their farmland is left as
wild rainforest to preserve it and the
habitat it offers. The understanding 
of harmony between nature and 
farming was impressive. 

Not enough space to write it all –  
ask more when you next order. 

Ian  
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NEW COFFEES?
We're exploring new origins 
and cupping new coffees in 

the next few weeks. 
Cameroon?   Guatemala?

Rwanda?   Nicaragua?

Want to know more about 
Ian's trip to Brazil? 

Email, phone or
call in for a coffee

Check out even more 
photos online:

www.eacoffee.co.uk

KEEP YOUR COFFEE FRESH

Planetary Design Airscape.

LIKE US on FACEBOOK
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Coffee prices held for 2018
We have already booked
our main shipments for the
year and managed to save
a little on the exchange 
rate to offset any increase 
necessary. 

Meet Chief Mushi
In honour of the work EA has done 
in Mweka for the past 10 years Ian 
was surprised to be made a chief 
in the Chagga tribe.
We think he looks great and 
should wear his tribal dress in the 
office!

Quality of Coffee
Our Kilimanjaro coffees are 
exceptional high grown Arabicas 
and cup consistently high year after
year.  This year's trip was a 
reflective one after 10 years in 
Tanzania, and we were able to map 
the increased quantity and quality 
of the crop, especially from the 
smallholders higher up the 
mountain slopes.  Now, as Ethical 
Addictions we have only ever 
bought the higher grades (AA / AB 
/ PB) but the percentage of their 
overal crop reaching that standard 
was at an all-time high this year. 

It comes to us following its diligent 
processing by the farmers to ensure 
excellent selection, utmost care to 
washing and gentle drying under 
the African sun. 
We expect this crop to land with us 
in the UK in early March, and first 
cupping shows the usual strong, 
bold coffee with its subtle hints of 
dark chocolate and orange. 

Quality of Life
How good our coffee is, is 
important to us as coffee drinkers, 
as a business, for our customers, 
and because it offers a sustainable 
way to help those who work hard 
to grow it. That's why we have 
endeavoured to build a business 
that does coffee, trade and social 
action excellently. 

Ian's recent trip to Tanzania did all
of the above - checking quality, 
agreeing the trade, and digging 
furrows for the latest water project
- literally! 

For more on the water projects and 
some of the villagers it has helped, 
including photos and video, check 
out our website and social media. 

Improving coffee, improving lives
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